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Claudy Khan



Editorial
This artist, from Congo-Kinshasha, takes us on a wonderful journey; hopping between the

islands of our minds; those islets entranced by fact, legend and mythology. Here is a
unique and enchanting celebration of the women of Africa: past and present.

I am happy to present to you, Claudy Khan.

Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – africanschool.weebly.com – An African School Production
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Claudy
Khan



Kinshasha
I am a painter and training architect. I graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts of

Kinshsha in 1977.

Claudy Khan

from article in Cendrillionebene48

Nantes
The following year I pursued studies in architecture at UPAN Nantes

Claudy Khan

from article in Cendrillionebene48

Paris
Claudy Khan is a full time professional artist, who is originally from Kinshasa, former Zaire.
He started painting when moved to Paris, where he lives now.

from Contemporary Art Observer
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from Daniela Scarel

...the painting turns into Claudy KHAN a universe full of fantastic discoveries. For him,
painting is a profound experience that he constantly likes to explore.

from Daniela Scarel



Professor
Member and Professor of Fine Arts of the Society of Pastellists of France

from Congolese Ba

Founder
In 1994, of the ARTKAHN CREATION art company

sourced from Congolese Ba

The quality, the originality of his work and the seriousness with which he elaborates his
paintings will give him a reputation as a fan of the venuste. This eminent work will pay and
its fame will cross the borders, because the artist will be solicited in the most prestigious

places

from Mondial Art Academy

Guest of Honour
Claudy Khan is the guest of honour at 18th edition of the Dombasle's Salon de

Plume,Lorraine

from L'Est Republican
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Exhibitions
Kinshasha

Pointe Noire
Dakar
Paris

Nantes
Maastricht

Osaka
Athens
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This is the kind of painting that suit my eyes. I can look at this masterpiece the whole day
and still feel the need to look at it the following days without ever being bored.

Is it because of the colours on it, or the image itself that is so catchy? I'm not so sure. I
stated "no comment" above because I'm out of words on this one. All I do is admire the

work of a great artist.

 from article by Aryane Evermint - from A Bit of Cameroon and Me – Dec.2012



Ancient
Claudy Khan is from Congo-Kinshasa and his genius reminds us why ancient African
artists designed outstanding monuments in ancient Egypt, ancient Ethiopia or ancient

Nubia – to name only a few empires / civilizations 

African
I don’t know if he is a lover, but he definitely loves African women. I mean he likes painting

them in way that amplifies their beauty and virtues. 

Beauty
Beauty is colorless. Nonetheless, let us emphasize beauty generated by African artists so

that they can inspire not only other African artists or painters, but also African writers,
scientists, inventors, leaders, etc. 

all excerpts from article by Ruth L. Massamba – June 2017
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There is no doubt that Claudy Khan's painting presented as a universe rich in fantastic
discoveries becomes an invitation to sharing. Once discovered, we want to make him

discover and share his magic. 

from article by Niono Masela
ADICA

Nov.2013



Dreamlike
His work is magic, he creates dreamlike paintings that join us all because of their

timelessness. The human figure, the animal, the object are all sketched out gently and
finesse but with an energy that transcends the work.

The use of various materials and a perfect mastery of the techniques favor the atmosphere
and the beauty of his paintings

from Noah En Art

Videos
Le Congo C'Est Nous – Claudy Khan and Tosi Mpano Mpano – 42.09

Claudy Khan das LEZIN Interview de Jean Pierre Lezi – 28.26

Claudy Khan 2 – 23.45

Claudy Khan Painting – 21.18

Anverra FP 2016 – The artist Claudy Khan – 17.00

Osito Pictures – Claudy Khan – 14.59

Le Peintre Claudy Khan dans ''La Ballade des Idees – 5.38

Hommage a l'Artiste Peintre: Claudy Khan – 4.34

Abstract Paintings by Claudy Khan – 2.28

Claudy Khan: La Touche du Maitre – 1.14
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Fantastic
From the beginning, painting has been revealed by Claudy KHAN a universe rich in

fantastic discoveries. For him, painting is a profound experience that he likes to explore
constantly.

from Congolese Ba 

Magic
The touch of a magic wand

Ghisou Jean-Marie
from Congolese Ba

Trance
At the approach of the practice of his art, the everyday disappears and his artist's trance
awakens. He sometimes becomes totally spectator at the finish of his canvas. The result

sometimes exceeds his expectations and reflects his deepest feelings. 

from Congolese Ba
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